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MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE:

November 29, 2017

LOCATION: Orinda Masonic Center, 9 Altarinda Rd., Orinda
(see map on back page)
TIME:

6:30 – 7:00 p.m.: Social; 7:00 p.m.: Presentation

SPEAKER:

Marjorie Schulz
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park

TOPIC:

Marine Terraces of California:
A natural laboratory to understand
long-term biologic and geologic
processes

Along the beautiful coast of California you can often see the land
rising from the sea in a stair step pattern. These features, called marine
terraces, are the result of wave action, sea level change, and tectonic
uplift. Each “step” above the ocean gets progressively older; the
highest and oldest marine terraces can be more than 250,000 years
old. Studying the soil within each terrace provide insights into
geologic and biologic processes that are too slow to study in the
laboratory. In this presentation we will discuss how marine terraces
form, and how soil development changes each terrace’s mineralogy
(soil composition), hydrology (water movement), biology, and soil
carbon. As always when studying natural landscapes, we found a few
surprises.
Biography:
Marjorie (Jorie) Schulz has worked for the US
Geological Survey for several decades in several different projects,
including studying how manganese crusts form on the ocean floors,
the geochemistry of mineral weathering and soil development, and
most recently how climate, fire, and time affect carbon dynamics in
soil. Originally from Illinois, Jorie attend Knox College in Galesburg,
Illinois, getting a BA in Geology. She did her graduate work at the
University of Missouri, Columbia. Working at the USGS has provided
a constant learning environment, giving her insights into many
disciplines and allowing her to bring multidisciplinary insights to the
projects she works on.
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Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic
year, from late August through early May. An interesting
seminar coming up on November 30 is “How far, how
fast, and how long? Dynamics of pyroclastic density
currents and submarine eruptions [Exit Seminar]” by
Kristen Fauria of UC, Berkeley. For an updated list of
seminars, go to http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

NCGS 2017 – 2018 Calendar
January 31, 2018
7:00 pm
Dr. Kurtis Burmeister, University of the Pacific
Welcome to Jurassic arc: resolving the pre-batholith
history of the Sierra Nevada
February 28, 2018
To be determined

7:00 pm

March 28, 2018

7:00 pm

Welcome back, everyone!
Now: It’s
Renewal Time! Our Year Runs From
September to September. If you haven’t
already renewed, please use the Renewal
Form in previous newsletter, or see the
Treasurer at the meeting at registration time.

Dr. Tom MacKinnon
Geology of the “type” area of the Eastern Belt of the
Franciscan Complex in Northern California,
Reconsidered
April 25, 2018

7:00 pm
Dr. Andrew Gunther
Talking Climate Change

NCGS members are invited to attend any of our
NCGS Board meetings held quarterly throughout the
year (except for summer), generally in September,
January, and May, and generally at the CB&I
(formerly Shaw E&I) offices at 4005 Port Chicago
Hwy, Concord, CA 94520. The next board meeting
will occur at this address at 8:30 am on a Saturday,
either January 6 or January 20, 2018.

May 30, 2018
Dinner Meeting
6:00 pm
Dr. Isabel Montanez, UC Davis and President –
Geological Society of America
To Be Confirmed
June 27, 2018
7:00 pm
Dr. Janet Watt, USGS Research Geophysicist
Underwater Secrets of the Hayward Fault Zone:
Integrated 3D imaging to understand earthquake
hazards

Bay Area Geophysical Society:
Upcoming Speakers

NCGS Field Trips

December 2017: John Connor and Fred Herkenhoff
January 2018: Artie Rodgers (LLNL)

The following potential field trips are in a preliminary
planning stage:
• Geology of Devil's Slide
• Pt. Sal Ophiolite in Santa Barbara Co.
• Convergent Margin Tectonics across Central
California Coast Ranges - Pacheco Pass
• Tuscan Formation volcanic mudflow deposits,
Cascade foothills

Please check the society’s website for time, location
and topic: http://bayareageophysicalsociety.org/.

NCGS Outreach Events
Come and join us by helping to attend our booth!
You may meet some interesting people; generate a
youngster’s interest in rocks and geology; help to raise
our visibility; and may even re-learn some of our
locally significant rocks and minerals! Our recent
events were to man booths at two Bay Area Science
Festival Discovery Days:

Peninsula Geologic Society
PGS has pulled back on their activities, but meetings are
still being held, including one on October 17. For an
update on the future of the society, go to
http://www.diggles.com/pgs/#PGSfuture. For a list of
planned and past meetings, abstracts, and field trips, go
to http://www.diggles.com/pgs/. PGS has also posted
guidebooks for downloading, as well as photographs
from recent field trips at this web address.

•

Saturday, Oct. 28th – Cal State East Bay in
Hayward.

•

Saturday, Nov. 11th – ATT Park in San
Francisco.

It was fun, as usual. This year attendance may have
been highest of all, with an estimated 8,000 at the East
Bay event, and 30,000 at AT&T Park in SF (photo
below; many more booths were in the promenade,
inside the stadium). Once again, thanks to Mark

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary
Science Weekly Seminar Series
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discussed. Monthly lectures are usually scheduled
for 7 pm on the last Thursday evening of the month
throughout the year, but are commonly scheduled
for the previous Thursday to accommodate
speakers. On November 30 at 7 pm, Tim Tinker,
USGS Research Wildlife Biologist, will present a
lecture titled “Sea Otters: Confessions of a
Keystone Carnivore” For more information on the
lectures, and for a map of the location, go to:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/

Petrofsky for coordinating our appearance, and to the
other volunteers who attended our booth. Along with
Mark P., on Oct. 28 the NCGS volunteers were Phil
Garbutt, Paul Henshaw, Greg Croft, and Bill Motzer.
On Nov. 11 they were Greg Bartow, Tim Elam, Phil
Garbutt, Bill Motzer, Gary Prost, and Mark Sorensen.
We were busy for nearly the entire time on both days,
with lots of interest from all ages.

[Editor’s note: The following article is condensed from
an excellent online article from the Ars Technica
website, available at
https://arstechnica.com/science/2017/11/when-will-theearth-try-to-kill-us-again/. See the link for the full
article with links as well as additional illustrations.]

When will the Earth try to kill us
again?
Bay Area Science

Most mass extinctions began with vast convulsions
of Earth’s interior—can we detect that?

(http://www.bayareascience.org)

“The revolutions and changes which have left the
earth as we now find it, are not confined to the
overthrow of the ancient layers” – Georges Cuvier,
1831.

This website provides a free weekly emailed
newsletter of an extensive listing of local sciencebased activities (evening lectures, classes, field
trips, hikes, etc. – usually several per week).

Our planet Earth has extinguished large portions of its
inhabitants several times since the dawn of animals.
And if science tells us anything, it will surely try to
kill us all again. Working in the 19th century,
paleontology pioneer Georges Cuvier saw dramatic
turnovers of life in the fossil record and likened them
to the French Revolution, then still fresh in his
memory.

Association of Engineering
Geologists
San Francisco Section
Meeting locations rotate between San Francisco, the
East Bay, and the South Bay. Please check the
website for current details. For information on
monthly meetings as well as next year’s congress,
go to: https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

Today, we refer to such events as “mass extinctions,”
incidents in which many species of animals and plants
died out in a geological instant. They are so profound
and have such global reach that geological time itself
is sliced up into periods—Permian, Triassic,
Cretaceous—that are often defined by these mass
extinctions.

Also, mark your calendar to join them for the 61st
AEG Annual Meeting/13th IAEG Congress in San
Francisco, California on September 17-21, 2018!
AEG is partnering with the International
Association of Engineering Geologists and the
Environment (IAEG) to host the first ever Congress
in the United States in IAEG’s 54-year history.

Debate over what caused these factory resets of life
has raged ever since Cuvier’s time. He considered
them to be caused by environmental catastrophes that
rearranged the oceans and continents. Since then, a
host of explanations have been proposed, oncl
diseases, galactic gamma rays, dark matter, and even
methane from microbes. But since the 1970s, most
scientists have considered the likely root cause to be
either asteroid impacts, massive volcanic eruptions, or
a combination of both.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are
free and are intended for a general public audience
that may not be familiar with the science being
3

Those asteroid (or comet) impacts have captured the
public imagination ever since 1980, when Luis and
Walter Alvarez found global traces of iridium, which
they inferred to be extraterrestrial, at the geological
boundary that marked the disappearance of the
dinosaurs. The identification of the Chicxulub impact
crater in Mexico soon after sealed the deal. Impacts
have been proposed to explain other mass extinctions,
but there’s very little actual evidence to support those
links. In the words of researchers David Bond and
Stephen Grasby, who reviewed the evidence in 2016:
“Despite much searching, there remains only one
confirmed example of a bolide impact coinciding with
an extinction event.”

error margins, revealing two important things: LIPs
erupt in intense pulses that are geologically fast (tens
of thousands of years), and they often coincide
precisely with mass extinctions.
Seth Burgess, a geochronologist from the US
Geological Survey, told me about his observations
while dating part of the Karoo-Ferrar LIP in
Antarctica: “Every single rock I dated from the
Ferrar—and we’re talking up the mountain, down in
the ravine, from one side of the continent to the other
along the Transantarctic Mountains—they’re all 182.6
million years old. It's every single rock the same. It
gives me a great sense of it’s all in one shot. It’s not a
big slow prolonged event.”

Not just a random series of unfortunate events

Burgess used the new dating techniques to show that
the Siberian Traps LIP was also quick, and it
happened at precisely the same time as the endPermian mass extinction—Earth’s most severe. “We
dated the first magmas to spread laterally into the
shallow Siberian crust and think these magmas are the
culprit,” he said. “This spread happened fast and at
precisely the same time as the extinction.”

Volcanism, on the other hand, has coincided with
most, if not all, mass extinctions—it looks
suspiciously like a serial killer, if you like. This isn’t
your regular Vesuvius/St. Helens/Hawaii style
volcanism. It’s not even super-volcanoes like
Yellowstone or Tambora. I’m talking about something
far, far bigger: a rare, epic volcanic phenomenon
called a Large Igneous Province or “LIP.”

This is true for multiple LIP-extinction links. Precise
matches have been confirmed for the mid-Cambrian,
the end-Triassic, the Toarcian, and others. And it isn’t
just a date match. Volcanic nickel and mercury have
been found at several extinction-aged locations,
including for the Ordovician and Cretaceous events.

LIPs are floods of basalt lava on an unimaginable
scale: the Siberian Traps LIP, which erupted at the
end-Permian extinction, covers an area the size of
Europe. It’s estimated that over 3 million cubic
kilometers of rock were vomited onto the planet’s
surface, The end-Triassic Central Atlantic Magmatic
Province, stretching from Canada to Brazil into
Europe and West Africa, was just as large. Others are
similarly gigantic.

So if our serial killer is the volcanism associated with
an LIP eruption, when will it strike again?
To answer that, we need to find what causes the planet
to hemorrhage lava on such a scale. And for that, we
need to look deep into Earth’s mantle.

In the words of Bond and Grasby, “Four of the ‘Big
Five’ extinctions are associated with LIPs—too many
to be mere coincidence —implying that large-scale
volcanism is the main driver of mass extinctions.”
Even the extinction of the dinosaurs at the end of the
Cretaceous was simultaneous with the Deccan Traps
LIP in India. It’s possible that the combination of the
Chicxulub asteroid impact and the Deccan eruptions,
rather than just the impact, pushed life over the edge.
And recent evidence points to an LIP trigger for the
second phase of the end-Ordovician extinction, the
one missing from Bond and Grasby’s quote. If
confirmed, that would link LIPs to all five of the Big
Five extinctions.
For decades, the sheer size of LIPs and the wide error
margins in attempts to put dates on rock formations
led geologists to suspect that LIPs erupted slowly over
millions of years; any associated extinctions could
easily be just coincidence. But in the last four years,
improved rock dating techniques have shrunk those

The many links between LIPs and mass extinctions.
Larger mass extinctions highlighted in red. (Redrawn
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and modified from Bond & Grasby Palaeo3 2017,
with Valenginian OAE from Svensen et al Geol Soc
SP 2017 & Suordakh LIP from Gong et al SREP
2017.) Bond & Grasby Palaeo3 2017

turning plumes into mass killers. But core leakage is
not supported by hot-spot lava chemistry, and there is
no clear evidence for any material from the core ever
making it to Earth’s surface in a plume, so ULVZs
remain an enigma for now. Perhaps the ‘special
sauce’ that turns plumes into killers is much closer to
the Earth’s surface.

Seismologists like Barbara Romanowicz and Scott
French of UC Berkeley do exactly that—look deep
into the mantle. They use the vibrations from large
earthquakes around the world to illuminate the inside
of our planet and take pictures, rather like a medical
ultrasound.

Where tectonic plates converge, slabs of ocean-floor
rock plunge continuously into the mantle in a process
called subduction. Seismology reveals these slabs
sinking toward the core-mantle boundary “like a leaf
in a pool,” as geologist Jonny Wu of the University of
Houston puts it. That export of rock from the surface
into Earth’s interior must be balanced by flow in the
other direction. Mantle plumes are part of that return
flow, so perhaps the hyperactive plumes that drive
LIPs begin with hyperactive subduction, as
Romanowicz told Ars:

Their images reveal fat mantle plumes, regions of hot
rock as wide as France, rising like chimneys through
the mantle. Today, they fuel relatively benign hotspot
volcanoes like Hawaii and Iceland—tourist attractions
rather than global apocalypses. But evidence suggests
that LIPS were also fed by mantle plumes. The
plumes responsible for LIPs must have been
something far more potent.

“I think there is time dependence in this whole thing.
What goes up has to come down, and vice versa,” she
said. “It may be that all of a sudden you get a large
mass of subducted material that goes into the lower
mantle, so this may also trigger things going up in
pulses. You may get these pulses of upwelling that
give rise to Large Igneous Provinces that occur
episodically.”

In their quest to understand what could switch these
plumes into killers, seismologists and mineral
physicists are searching for the driving force that
produces mantle plumes. The Earth’s molten core
supplies heat that drives the motion of mantle
material, like a burner heats a pot of water, so it makes
sense to focus on the roots of plumes at the coremantle boundary. There, seismologists have
discovered blister-like patches with properties that
hint that molten metal might be leaking from the core.

If Romanowicz is right, then to figure out when Earth
will try to kill us again we need to find parts of the
world with hyperactive subduction. A prime candidate
is East Asia. “The Pacific subduction rate is so fast
that you’ve got to find space to get all the slab in
there,” said Wu. “And East Asia has had such a long
history of subduction it’s jammed up.”

Earthquake waves passing through those patches slow
dramatically, giving them their name: “Ultra-Low
Velocity Zones” or “ULVZs.” As a result, the seismic
waves are bent, like light through thick glass. The
patches seem to be confined to the roots of plumes
and have been confirmed to reside beneatheh Icelan,
Hawaii, and Samoa so far. Their seismic slowness
suggests they might contain molten rock. While the
mantle behaves a bit like a fluid, the pressures there
ensure that rock stays solid until relatively shallow
depths.

Subducted material has been piling up in the lower
mantle beneath the Western Pacific for tens of
millions of years, possibly priming the pump for a
pulse of upwelling and a future LIP.

“What’s special about these ULVZs is they are also
very fat!” Romanowicz told Ars. “They seem to be
800 km in diameter at the core-mantle boundary—we
can’t say very precisely. It’s still a mystery what they
are. I think [it] is partial melting, but exactly what
their role is, how long they have been there, this is
something we need to investigate further.”

LIPs may be on a cycle. On average, there’s one every
15 million years, with the last occurring 16 million
years ago (the Columbia River LIP in northwestern
USA). By that rough reckoning, we are overdue for
another. But Olson and others link LIPs to longer
cycles in Earth’s magnetic field, which switch
between eras of rapid magnetic field reversals
(roughly every 200,000 years) to periods of no
reversals (lasting 25 to 40 million years).

Other scientists have seen hints of liquid moving in
ULVZs, and a core-derived melt might explain why
some diamonds contain microscopic traces of ironnickel alloy—the material that makes up the core. If
ULVZs are indeed patches where molten core leaks
into the mantle, perhaps Earth’s core has a role in

Since the churning of liquid metal that generates our
magnetic field is driven by the flow of heat from the
core, changes in how well the mantle insulates the
core should, Olson argues, affect the magnetic field.
Seismologists have mapped out two continent-sized
hot regions in the lower mantle called “Large Low
5

Shear Velocity Provinces” or “LLSVPs,” that peak
1,800 kilometers above the core-mantle boundary.
Olson thinks these may go through a long-term cycle
of growth followed by slumping, which paces core
heat loss and magnetic reversals. He proposes that
slumping LLSVPs also kick-start hyperactive mantle
plumes, which erupt as LIPs 30-60 million years later.

from the sea, given the time it takes to mix the oceans
(about a thousand years) and their huge thermal
inertia.
That is borne out by the fact that not every LIP causes
a mass extinction. As an example, the Paraná–
Etendeka LIP, which erupted 134 million years ago in
South America and Southern Africa, had only a small
effect on climate and no mass extinction. The
Columbia River LIP is another example of a relatively
harmless event, despite blanketing a large part of
northwestern USA in lava. Something else must be
required to kill off life on a global scale. The clue is,
once again, revealed by precise rock dates.

On that cycle, we are due a switch from our current
rapid-reversal era to a quiescent period. And if Olson
is right, the field reversal will give us more than 30
million years’ advance warning of the next LIP (for
perspective, human ancestors separated from chimp
ancestors about 7 million years ago).
But until seismologists get clearer images in parts of
the world with sparse data, like the Southern
Hemisphere and the oceans, we can’t be certain there
isn’t a more imminent malicious plume brewing
unseen.

Fossil fuels
At the end of the Permian, the Siberian Traps LIP
erupted staggering quantities of lava for 300,000 years
with relatively little environmental effect, just like the
Paraná–Etendeka and Columbia River LIPs. Precise
rock dating shows that Earth’s most severe mass
extinction only began when sheets of magma, called
“sills,” began to inject underground through sediments
rich in fossil fuels, igniting them them and baking off
gases, as Seth Burgess describes: “In Siberia, you
have got the Tunguska Basin, which is a thick
package of sediments that contain carbon-bearing
rocks like limestone and coal. When you start
intruding magma, [it] cooks those sediments and
liberates the volatiles."

How the Earth will try to kill us again
Even if LIPs are the “smoking gun” behind most mass
extinctions, that still doesn’t tell us how they killed
animals. It wasn’t the lava. Despite the moniker—
flood basalts—these are not raging torrents. You
could probably out-walk the lava from a Large
Igneous Province. As vast as they were, they flowed
in much the same way as lava in Iceland or Hawaii
flows today, with glistening orange and grey lobes
swelling, stretching, and spilling to make new lobes.
An advancing front will typically move at about a
kilometer or two in a day (the average person can
walk that distance in 30 minutes). Unfortunately, gas
is deadlier than lava.

This timing coincides with a jolt to the carbon cycle
and abrupt climate warming, indicated by carbon and
oxygen isotopes in sediments.
A very similar conclusion was reached recently by
Joshua Davies of the University of Geneva and
colleagues for the end-Triassic, another Big Five mass
extinction. The extinction itself coincides exactly with
the underground phase of the Central Atlantic
Magmatic Province LIP. Both teams argue that
greenhouse gas baked from sediments drove climate
change, which drove the mass extinctions. This, they
argue, is probably the way it worked in other
extinctions, too.

The 1783-4 Laki eruption in Iceland gave us a tiny
taste of what to expect from a LIP. It bathed Europe in
an acid haze for five months, strong enough to burn
throats and eyes, scorch vegetation and tarnish metal,
to kill insects and even fish. That may be a killer, but,
as far as science can tell, the haze from a LIP on its
own is unlikelt to be sufficient to cause a mass
extinction. The climate effects of volcanic gases are
deadlier still. Stratospheric sulfur from Laki cooled
the planet by 1.3 degrees Celsius for three years,
triggering one of the most severe winters on record in
Europe, North America, Russia, and Japan. Famines
ensued in many parts of the world, and that may have
planted the seeds for the French Revolution five years
later.

If you’re wondering how LIPs can be blamed for both
climate cooling and warming, it’s because each effect
is on a different time frame. The cooling is over in a
few years once the sulfur rains out of the stratosphere,
but greenhouse warming persists because it takes
hundreds of thousands of years for Earth processes to
remove it. Since LIPs erupted in pulses separated by
millennia, bouts of extreme heating and cooling must
have given life climate whiplash.

A decade-long LIP eruption could cool the planet by
about 4.5 degrees Celsius, although the climate would
recover in 50 years. This would no doubt cause
geopolitical and financial chaos, but it’s unlikely by
itself to eradicate a significant percentage of species

That’s not to say there weren’t other deadly factors. In
Siberia, the underground magma reacted with salt
6

deposits, erupting noxious chemical plumes including
halogen gases that may have destroyed the ozone
layer, exposing land life to damaging UV radiation.
So much sulfur made it into the stratosphere that
sulfuric acid as strong as battery acid rained across the
planet, indicated by traces of vanillin in fossil soils
from that time. Intriguingly, there are signs that
volcanic hydrochloric acid circled the globe at the
end-Cretaceous extinction, leaving the rare mineral
akaganéite in soils. Toxic levels of mercury may well
have been a factor, too.

from University of London, UK. He currently lives in
New Jersey.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry
that led to life on Earth discovered
Chemists at The Scripps Research Institute
(TSRI) have found a compound that may have
been a crucial factor in the origins of life on
Earth.

“There is a cacophony of kill mechanisms,” Burgess
said. “I think that this first pulse of sills is the trigger
for quite a few of those, sitting at the top, and beneath
it are a cascade of negative effects from ocean
acidification to climate warming and on down the
line.”
Climate warming from LIPs may be faster than many
species can migrate or evolve to adapt. Warming
oceans expand, so sea-levels rise, inundating shores
and reefs. Flooding rains flush nutrients from aciddamaged land into warming oceans, triggering algal
and bacterial blooms that result in vast dead zones in
previously teeming waters. To various degrees, these
same Earth responses to LIPs are thought to have been
the killers in many of the big extinctions.

This study is part of an ongoing effort by scientists
around the world to find plausible routes for the epic
journey from pre-biological chemistry to cell-based
biochemistry.
Credit: © timothyh / Fotolia

The Earth is currently trying to kill us

Origins-of-life researchers have hypothesized that a
chemical reaction called phosphorylation may have
been crucial for the assembly of three key ingredients
in early life forms: short strands of nucleotides to
store genetic information, short chains of amino acids
(peptides) to do the main work of cells, and lipids to
form encapsulating structures such as cell walls. Yet,
no one has ever found a phosphorylating agent that
was plausibly present on early Earth and could have
produced these three classes of molecules side-by-side
under the same realistic conditions.

Of course, we may not have to wait millions of years
for a ring-side seat at the next mass extinction. We
have, in effect, become an LIP. Human mining and
burning of fossil fuels mimics the most deadly LIPs.
Even if LIP greenhouse gas emissions were larger and
lasted far longer, our emission rates are far faster, so
they are just as capable of overwhelming Earth’s
neutralizing mechanisms. This is compounded by a
cacophony of other man-made environmental
disturbances (pollution, acid rain, deforestation, and
so on). Climate warming, sea-level rise, ocean
acidification, and dead zones are happening now as
they did then. It’s simply how the planet works. Earth
is responding to us just as it did to LIPs, and it is
trying to kill us, now.

TSRI chemists have now identified just such a
compound: diamidophosphate (DAP). "We suggest a
phosphorylation chemistry that could have given rise,
all in the same place, to oligonucleotides,
oligopeptides, and the cell-like structures to enclose
them," said study senior author Ramanarayanan
Krishnamurthy, associate professor of chemistry at
TSRI. "That in turn would have allowed other
chemistries that were not possible before, potentially
leading to the first simple, cell-based living entities."

As Andy Ridgwell of UC Riverside told me in 2015,
“Apart from the stupid space rock hitting the Earth,
most mass extinctions were CO2-driven global
warming things. If you screw with the climate enough,
you have huge extinctions. The difficulty is how much
is enough, and what goes extinct.”

The study, reported in Nature Chemistry, is part of an
ongoing effort by scientists around the world to find
plausible routes for the epic journey from prebiological chemistry to cell-based biochemistry.

Howard Lee is a freelance science writer focusing on
climate changes in deep time. He has a bachelor's
degree in geology and masters in remote sensing, both
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Other researchers have described chemical reactions
that might have enabled the phosphorylation of prebiological molecules on the early Earth. But these
scenarios have involved different phosphorylating
agents for different types of molecule, as well as
different and often uncommon reaction environments.

molecule's chemistry are still found in modern
biology.
"DAP phosphorylates via the same phosphorusnitrogen bond breakage and under the same conditions
as protein kinases, which are ubiquitous in presentday life forms," he said. "DAP's phosphorylation
chemistry also closely resembles what is seen in the
reactions at the heart of every cell's metabolic cycle."

"It has been hard to imagine how these very different
processes could have combined in the same place to
yield the first primitive life forms," said
Krishnamurthy.

Krishnamurthy now plans to follow these leads, and
he has also teamed with early-Earth geochemists to try
to identify potential sources of DAP, or similarly
acting phosphorus-nitrogen compounds, that were on
the planet before life arose.

He and his team, including co-first authors
Clémentine Gibard, Subhendu Bhowmik, and Megha
Karki, all postdoctoral research associates at TSRI,
showed first that DAP could phosphorylate each of
the four nucleoside building blocks of RNA in water
or a paste-like state under a wide range of
temperatures and other conditions.

"There may have been minerals on the early Earth that
released such phosphorus-nitrogen compounds under
the right conditions," he said. "Astronomers have
found evidence for phosphorus-nitrogen compounds
in the gas and dust of interstellar space, so it's
certainly plausible that such compounds were present
on the early Earth and played a role in the emergence
of the complex molecules of life."

With the addition of the catalyst imidazole, a simple
organic compound that was itself plausibly present on
the early Earth, DAP's activity also led to the
appearance of short, RNA-like chains of these
phosphorylated building blocks.

Story Source:
Materials provided by Scripps
Research Institute.

Moreover, DAP with water and imidazole efficiently
phosphorylated the lipid building blocks glycerol and
fatty acids, leading to the self-assembly of small
phospho-lipid capsules called vesicles -- primitive
versions of cells.

Journal Reference: Clémentine Gibard, Subhendu
Bhowmik, Megha Karki, Eun-Kyong Kim,
Ramanarayanan Krishnamurthy. Phosphorylation,
oligomerization and self-assembly in water under
potential prebiotic conditions. Nature Chemistry,
2017; DOI: 10.1038/nchem.2878.

DAP in water at room temperature also
phosphorylated the amino acids glycine, aspartic acid
and glutamic acid, and then helped link these
molecules into short peptide chains (peptides are
smaller versions of proteins).

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals:
New avenue for offsetting rising
greenhouse gases

"With DAP and water and these mild conditions, you
can get these three important classes of pre-biological
molecules to come together and be transformed,
creating the opportunity for them to interact together,"
Krishnamurthy said.

The finding could help offset the rising
greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the
Earth's climate.

Krishnamurthy and his colleagues have shown
previously that DAP can efficiently phosphorylate a
variety of simple sugars and thus help construct
phosphorus-containing carbohydrates that would have
been involved in early life forms. Their new work
suggests that DAP could have had a much more
central role in the origins of life.

A Washington State University researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored
by soil minerals more than a foot below the surface.
The finding could help offset the rising greenhousegas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.
Marc Kramer, an assistant professor of environmental
chemistry at WSU Vancouver, reports his finding in
one of two related papers demonstrating how the right
management practices can help trap much of the
carbon dioxide that is rapidly warming the planet.

"It reminds me of the Fairy Godmother in Cinderella,
who waves a wand and 'poof,' 'poof,' 'poof,' everything
simple is transformed into something more complex
and interesting," Krishnamurthy said.

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in
the atmosphere, yet its potential in reducing
atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and mitigating
global warming is barely understood.

DAP's importance in kick-starting life on Earth could
be hard to prove several billion years after the fact.
Krishnamurthy noted, though, that key aspects of the
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Kramer, who is a reviewer for one of three reports
issued with the federal National Climate Assessment
released last week, compared what we know about
soil to how little we know about the deep ocean.

matter C:N and 15N natural abundance controlled
by association with minerals. Biogeochemistry,
2017; DOI: 10.1007/s10533-017-0378-x.
Robert B. Jackson, Kate Lajtha, Susan E. Crow,
Gustaf Hugelius, Marc G. Kramer, Gervasio Piñeiro.
The Ecology of Soil Carbon: Pools, Vulnerabilities,
and Biotic and Abiotic Controls. Annual Review of
Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics, 2017; 48 (1):
419 DOI: 10.1146/annrev-ecolsys-112414-054234.

"Hardly anyone has been down there and they just
found a new species of octopus," he said. "We know
more about the surface of Mars than we do about
either oceans or soils on Earth."
Half of global soil carbon

Dinosaurs Might Not Be Extinct
Had the Asteroid Struck Elsewhere

Writing with colleagues from Stanford, Oregon State
University and elsewhere in Annual Review of
Ecology, Evolution and Systematics, Kramer said
more than half of the global soil carbon pool is more
than a foot beneath the surface. He also found that soil
organic matter at that depth is almost entirely
associated with minerals.
Kramer elaborates on the connection this week in the
journal Biogeochemistry Letters. His study, which he
led with colleagues from Oregon State University and
the Stroud Water Research Center in Pennsylvania, is
the first to explicitly examine the extent minerals
control nitrogen and carbon deep in the soil.
Keeping carbon in the ground
The more we understand these processes, the more we
can tailor farming and other practices to keep carbon
in the ground and out of the atmosphere, Kramer said.
Almost three-fourths of all carbon sequestered in the
top three feet of the soil is affected by agriculture,
grazing or forest management, Kramer and his
colleagues report in the Annual Review paper.

A shaded relief image from NASA of the Yucatán
Peninsula, showing the Chicxulub impact crater at
upper left.
Credit: NASA/JPL
Dinosaurs reigned supreme for more than 160 million
years. Their dynasty came to a cataclysmic close 66
million years ago when an asteroid crashed into the
Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico at a site now known as
the Chicxulub crater, paving the way for mammals —
and eventually humans — to inherit the Earth.

Earlier research by Kramer found that certain farming
practices can dramatically increase carbon in the soil.
Writing in Nature Communications in 2015, Kramer
documented how three farms converted to
management-intensive grazing practices raised their
carbon levels to those of native forest soils in just six
years. While cultivation has decreased soil carbon
levels by one-half to two-thirds, the soils he examined
had a 75 percent increase in carbon.

But had the extraterrestrial impact happened nearly
anywhere else, like in the ocean or in the middle of
most continents, some scientists now say it is possible
dinosaurs could have survived annihilation. Only 13
percent of the Earth’s surface harbored the ingredients
necessary to turn the cosmic collision into this specific
mass extinction event, according to a study published
Thursday in the journal Scientific Reports.

"I would call it radical, anytime you can get that much
carbon in the system that quickly," Kramer said.

“I think dinosaurs could still be alive today,” if the
asteroid had landed elsewhere, Kunio Kaiho, a
paleontologist from Tohoku University in Japan and
lead author on the study, said in an email. Other
researchers questioned their findings.

Knowing more about how soil stores carbon can open
the door to new techniques that will entrain carbon
deep into the soil while continuing to produce food
and fiber. "Don't forget, we need to double food
production in the next 40 years," Kramer said.

When the asteroid, which had a diameter about half
the length of Manhattan, struck the coast of Mexico, it
found a rich source of sulfur and hydrocarbons, or
organic deposits like fossil fuels, according to the
researchers. Scorching hot temperatures at the impact

Story Source: Materials provided by Washington
State University.
Journal References: Marc G. Kramer, Kate Lajtha,
Anthony Audfenkampe. Depth trends of soil organic
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crater would have ignited the fuel. The combustion
would have spewed soot and sulfur into the
stratosphere in sufficient quantities to blot out the sun
and change the climate, setting into motion the
collapse of entire ecosystems and the extinction of
three-quarters of all species on Earth.

Dr. Gulick said the asteroid impact most likely hurled
fiery debris into the sky, which then rained down and
ignited firestorms around the world within hours of
the crash. The wildfires, he contends, not the burning
fossil fuels at the impact site, were what released
immense amounts of soot into the stratosphere.

The Chicxulub impact spewed an extraordinary
amount of black carbon, or soot, from the rocks, the
researchers said. That in turn launched nearly 60
Hoover Dams worth of soot into the upper
atmosphere, cooling the Earth’s surface by as much as
18 degrees Fahrenheit, they said.

Dr. Gulick said his previous work drilling into the
Chicxulub crater also showed only small amounts of
hydrocarbons were present at the time of the impact.
Natalia Artenieva, a senior scientist at the Planetary
Science Institute in Tucson, added that soot played a
smaller role in driving global cooling than other
materials following the asteroid’s impact.

Not every place on the planet has the same amount of
fossil fuel reserves and sulfur trapped beneath its
surface. Locations with less hydrocarbons would have
jetted less soot into the sky upon impact and created a
smaller cooling effect around the globe. So Dr. Kaiho
set out to determine the mass extinction hot spots in
the Mesozoic real estate market.

Dr. Kaiho responded to the criticism by saying that his
previous soot analysis indicated that it had burned at a
higher temperature than what is seen in soot from
forest fires and that it all most likely came from the
same source, which he said were the rocks at the
Chicxulub asteroid impact site.

He created a map of what the world looked like 66
million years ago and used present day measurements
of sedimentary rocks and organic compounds to
estimate the global distribution of hydrocarbons
during that time.

Source: Article by Nicholas St. Fleur for the Science
/ Trilobites section of The New York Times, Nov. 9,
2017.

The Cool Beginnings of a Volcano’s
Supereruption

Dr. Kaiho’s co-author Naga Oshima, a senior
researcher at the Meteorological Research Institute in
Japan, created a model that simulated asteroid impacts
that ejected varying amounts of trapped soot from
rock. Only areas with the highest amounts of
hydrocarbons released enough soot into the
stratosphere to cool the climate to catastrophic levels.
Eighty-seven percent of Earth’s surface, places like
most of present day India, China, the Amazon and
Africa, would not have had high enough
concentrations of hydrocarbons to seal the dinosaurs’
fate. But if the asteroid had hit marine coastal areas
thriving with algae, which would have included
present day Siberia, the Middle East and the eastern
coast of North America, the bang would have been
about as devastating to the dinosaurs and life on Earth
as the Chicxulub impact.

Hot Creek in California’s Long Valley Caldera, which
formed after a supereruption 765,000 years ago.

Scientists not involved with the paper criticized the
underlying research.

Credit: Docent Joyce, via Flickr
A supervolcano’s underground ocean of magma isn’t
the seething, red-hot molten lava you might imagine.
Instead, it’s likely at a low enough temperature to be
solid.

“The idea that location, location, location is important
for an impact, I think is absolutely correct,” said Sean
P.S. Gulick, a marine geophysicist from the
University of Texas at Austin. But he questioned the
authors’ assumptions on where the soot came from
and how it affected the climate.

That’s according to a new analysis of volcanic
leftovers from an ancient California supereruption,
which shows that the magma melted shortly before the
volcano erupted. The findings, published Monday in
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,

Scientists agree that the planet was blanketed by soot
after the impact, but they argue over how it got there.
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might help scientists forecast when such volcanoes
pose a threat.

supervolcano in New Zealand has also suggested that
the events leading up to supereruptions can occur on
human time scales.

The supereruption in question occurred 765,000 years
ago, carving a vast volcanic depression that’s 20 miles
long and 10 miles wide, now known as the Long
Valley Caldera near California’s Mammoth Mountain.
In the process, it ejected a giant quantity of ash and
hot gas over one nightmarish week, enough to leave a
layer of debris that spread from the Pacific Ocean to
Nebraska.

The findings suggest that the supervolcano had to
wake up from an extremely cold state, raising
questions about how a solid ocean of magma could
melt and mobilize so rapidly. “The physics of how
this all works is still being worked on and debated,”
Dr. Andersen says. But many think that an injection of
fresh magma further below the volcano likely did the
trick.

“It would have completely wiped out everything
within 50 kilometers of the caldera,” said Brad Singer,
a geologist at the University of Wisconsin in Madison
and the study’s co-author. “All the vegetation and
biota in that area would have been extinguished.”

And given that Long Valley’s magma sits a mere five
kilometers below the surface, such an event wouldn’t
have gone unnoticed, Dr. Gualda says. Waters
circulating in the crust would have started to heat up,
generating new hydrothermal features like geysers,
hot springs and mud pots as the landscape started to
boil over. The ground, too, would have swelled
upward as the supervolcano’s magma reservoir grew.

Scientists don’t expect Long Valley to erupt again, but
given enough time another supervolcano will likely
scar our planet. So, Nathan Andersen, a geologist now
at Georgia Institute of Technology, analyzed 49
crystals from the Bishop Tuff — a fossilized ash
deposit from Long Valley’s supereruption.

Should other supervolcanoes play by the same rules as
Long Valley, the results could help scientists read the
signals of unrest preceding future supereruptions or
even smaller eruptions.

These crystals — and the elements locked within —
contain clues about the supervolcano before and after
it erupted. Take the element argon as an example.
Because hot crystals can’t retain argon, the team
didn’t expect to see it until after the eruption. Instead,
they found that roughly half of the crystals contained
argon that is as much as 16,000 years older than the
eruption.

Source: Article by Shannon Hall for the Science /
Trilobites section of The New York Times, Nov. 6,
2017.

'Mega-carnivore' dinosaur roamed
southern Africa 200 million years
ago

The data — which Tiffany Rivera, a geologist at
Westminster College in Utah who was not involved in
the study, calls “exquisite” — have surprising
implications.
They suggest that those crystals with older argon were
not stored in hot magma for very long before the
eruption. In fact, argon can only be retained in crystals
that are surrounded by magma that’s less than 500
degrees Celsius. For magma, that’s quite chilly — so
chilly in fact, that it would have been solid.
And yet, scientists estimate that when the
supereruption occurred, the magma was at 785
degrees Celsius. To explain the discrepancy, the team
suspects that heat infiltrated the system so quickly that
the argon didn’t have time to escape. This heat is
likely what awoke the cool supervolcano, pushing it
toward eruption in less than a few hundred years —
perhaps within decades.

Fabien Knoll, Honorary Senior Research Fellow at the
University of Manchester, lies next to the new
exceptionally large carnivorous dinosaur footprints
found in Lesotho.
Credit: Fabien Knoll
An international team of scientists has discovered the
first evidence that a huge carnivorous dinosaur
roamed southern Africa 200 million years ago.

That’s a far cry from the lethargic time scales that
often define the field of geology. And yet, recent
research at the Yellowstone the Yellowstone
supervolcano in Wyoming and the Taupo

The team, which includes researchers from The
University of Manchester, University of Cape Town,
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South Africa, and Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil,
have found several three-toed footprints measuring
57cm long and 50cm wide.

were previously thought to be around three to five
meters in body length, with some records showing
they may have reached seven meters at the very most.
It is only much later in the Jurassic and during the
Cretaceous, which starts 145 million years ago, that
truly large forms of theropods, such as T. rex, appear
in body and trace fossil records.

This means the dinosaur would have an estimated
body length of around nine meters (30 feet) and be a
little less than three meters tall at the hip. That's four
times the size of a lion, which is currently the largest
carnivore in southern Africa.

Dr Lara Sciscio, postdoctoral Research Fellow at the
University of Cape Town, said: 'This discovery marks
the first occurrence of very large carnivorous
dinosaurs in the Early Jurassic of southern Gondwana
-- the prehistoric continent which would later break up
and become Africa and other landmasses. This makes
it a significant find. Globally, these large tracks are
very rare. There is only one other known site similar
in age and sized tracks, which is in Poland.'

The footprints belong to a new species, named
Kayentapus ambrokholohali, which is part of the
group of dinosaurs called "megatheropod." The term
"Megatheropods" describes the giant two-legged
carnivorous dinosaurs, such as the iconic
Tyrannosaurus rex (T. rex) which fossil evidence
shows was around 12 meters long.
This study, which is published in PLOS ONE, also
reveals that these footprints make up the largest
theropod tracks in Africa.

The ancient surface where these footprints were found
is also covered with the tracks of much smaller
theropod dinosaurs.

The tracks were found on an ancient land surface,
known as a palaeosurface, in the Maseru District of
Lesotho, a small country in southern Africa. The
surface is covered in 200 million years old 'currentripple marks' and 'desiccation cracks' which are signs
of a prehistoric watering hole or river bank.

Dr Knoll added: 'In South Africa, Lesotho, Zimbabwe
and Namibia, there is good record of theropod
footprints from the Late Triassic and Early Jurassic
epochs. In fact, there are numerous palaeosurfaces
where footprints and even tail and body impressions
of these, and other animals, can be found. But now we
have evidence this region of Africa was also home to
a mega-carnivore.'

Dr Fabien Knoll, Senior Research Fellow at The
University of Manchester, said: 'The latest discovery
is very exciting and sheds new light on the kind of
carnivore that roamed what is now southern Africa.

Story Source: Materials provided by University of
Manchester.

'That's because it is the first evidence of an extremely
large meat-eating animal roaming a landscape
otherwise dominated by a variety of herbivorous,
omnivorous and much smaller carnivorous dinosaurs.
It really would have been top of the food chain.'

Journal Reference: L. Sciscio, E. M. Bordy, M.
Abrahams, F. Knoll, B. W. McPhee. The first
megatheropod tracks from the Lower Jurassic
upper Elliot Formation, Karoo Basin, Lesotho.
PLOS ONE, 2017; 12 (10): e0185941 DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0185941.

What makes the discovery even more important is that
these footprints date back to the Early Jurassic epoch,
when it was thought the size of most theropod
dinosaurs was considerably smaller. On average they
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